Krlnuea NeloHBoRHooD AssoclATIoN
Posr Orrtce Box 328, Ktmuer, H196754

DRAFT MINUTES OF EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
DATE/TIME: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 6:00pm
PLACE: Kilauea Neighborhood Center

{v

DIRECTORS PRESENT: Donna Apilado-Schumacher, John Constantino, Mark Freeman, Shann Hashimoto,
Rick Hurst, Chris Jaeb, Michael Kaplan, Tim Kallai, Tamra Martin, Gary Pacheco, and Nicki Pignoli

ADDITIONAL PRESENT (INVITED TO ATTEND AS ADVISORS): Beryl Blaich and Hope Kallai

tly

DIRECTORS ABSENT: Keone Kealoha,Linda Sproat, Rae Ann Yadao-Butac
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CALL TO ORDER

a.
II.

President John Constantino called the meeting to order at 6:08pm

DISCUSSION - SECRET BEACH PROPERTIES, LLC
a. John: According to Applicant (Secret Beach Properties, LLC), trail was created for the purposes of
clearing debris and maintaining conservation area.
b. John: However, upon further research, it appears the trail was actually created to enhance the future
sale of the property.
c. Chris: Trail goes on the bluff front parallel to beach
d. John: Applicant is applying for after the fact permits and they are willing to pay for violation fees
which isn't much compared to if the trail had to be removed completely.
e. John: Board needs to decide whether we are in support of this project or against
f. DLNR has extended public comments lo Apri|22"d
g. Invited Lisa Ellen Smith of County Planning to attend our next KNA - Lisa did say she is able to
comment and answer public questions, but she won't give a presentation. She will need to get

h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

supervisor approval.

Hope: Because this violation is at the State level, State permit is first which means the County permit
has not been applied for. It's critical that the KNA ask for a Major SMA permit and that a public
hearing process be included. Two criteria for Major SMA: Money $125K Cost (not sure what that
includes) and Public Interest.
Hope: Most critical is that Applicant has a huge portfolio, yet continued to violate State statutes. The
State came to Applicant gave them a copy of statutes and Applicant continued to violate.
Hope: Applicant came in with a vision of the property that is outside of the Conservation District
requirements and criteria.
Hope: Fines $7,500 and $1,500 Admin, that's one week's stay at one of her vacation rentals
Regarding Violations - Hope:
a. 1" one started in 1990 - when Bruce Lehman of Paradise Ranch put in the stairs and cut a

b.
c.

m.

bunch oftrees

Another trail in 2000 - that was permitted after-the-fact trail
Then Applicant started up again in2006 through 2009 and finally in 2010 with the violations.
State has threatened fines up to $15,000 per day.
has continued to operate in total disregard to State and County. To them it's just the
Applicant
Tim:
cost of doing business
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ee. Mike: Is there a potential for public access out of this?
ff. Hope: There should be, it could be the mitigation we ask for
gg. Hope: The map on page 15, the lines are all incorrect. Applicant is claiming land that is supposed to
be Lateral Safe Transit.
hh. Hope: There is not a certified Surveyors stamp on any of these maps. It's a state law.
ii. Hope: Applicant came in with a vision for Ag Lands that is not consistent with Kilauea Town Plan
jj. Hope: Asking for alternatives, asking for County Shoreline Certification, fluffing out the Police and
Fire Rescue Lines
kk. Gary P: Shoreline Certification needs to take place, boundaries need to be set first. If applicant is
beyond her boundaries, then she needs to remove her trails
ll. Chris: Applicant is pretty safe about putting in her trails, there may be a slight possibility that a small
part of it is not on her properfy. The issue we need to address is what will it take to make the State
say, "we are not going to do this, we are not going to accept this after-the-fact.
mm. Nicki: Cost is not our issue. The issue is that she went ahead with this process without proper
permitting.
nn. Chris: This needs to be posed as an Emergency issue because due to erosion, this could be a
dangerous issue for Owners and public on the trails and on the beach.
oo. Tim: Would like to impress that Applicant is a repeat offender. There is precedent that is being set by
allowing this to occur.
pp. Hope: Bill Strong should send all letters to Loudermilk and DLNR
qq. Hope: DEA couldn't even name the streams, there's no history, there's no indication of
rr. Hope: When it comes to the County SMA, we may have a chance.
ss. Hope: County deals with the SMA and the Shoreline Management Area. The State deals with the
Conservation District and their areas of concern and kuleanas are different, they kind of overlap, but
not directly.
tt. Hope: All you have to do is come up with topics for discussions or the errors and omissions, i.e. the
redlines on these maps are incorrect, fix it.
uu. Mike: There's 2 things we need to bring up:
a. To ask them to provide more information for the permitting process
b. To provide more accurate information
w. Hope: hll letters and questions are attached to Draft EA. All questions, answers to questions are
answered and published in the Final EA
ww. Nicki: Is it that we want answers to our questions or is it that we are just not in favor of after-thefact permitting? If we say we want answers, that's like saying we're going along with this after-thefact permitting.
xx. Mike: We need to say even if there's a FONSI, the KNA is not in support of after-the-fact permitting
yy. Tim: They keep using the same person - Bruce Lehman
zz. Mike: We should
aal. Tim: This guy (Bruce Lehman) keeps doing this and getting away with it
bbb. Beryl: Only on pg75 of 202 DEA, relevant information isn't real1y in there, yet it seems
extremely thorough. It's a self-interest project.
ccc.DEA does ask for mauka/makai trails as well as lateral trails
ddd. Beryl: Trails are obviously not for maintaining landscape
eee.Beryl: Concern for erosion, DEA is asking for too much permission. Regarding theft, there's really
no proof. Strong is saying more trails, more theft, applicant is saying more theft therefore I need a
fence.

fff. Beryl: More people to comment

the bigger help to the Board to turn it down and ask for restoration
SMA. County will not consider the SMA until she gets the Final EA. She
can get a Final EA even if there is existing violations.
ggg. Mark: How can this be a valid EA if there is County violations? How can this be an accurate
and County to refuse the

EA?
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New modern ones _ mauka,/makai
and lateral
Ifyou say take out one trail, then do you
take out alr the rest?
It's hard to figure out which trail is
*r,ut, *rrl.r, oi". .u,,. first, which ones
are ancient, etc.
one my requests is to make a map and
list which trails were made when
chris: There are only two bluff front owners:
Benji Garfinkle
g"u.ilp.op"rtie.
Strong has an Emergency Access
trail that goes
got there. i donit know if it,s certiired
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Kauapea access this was
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chris: Have had conversation with Stro.ngregarding a public trail. Strong agrees
there needs to be a
n"'t not excited about a public trail, buti thirk ;J;;;rd
be open to having a diarogue about
a
ffiil
Hope: The Kauapea Trail was a criteria
of the Subdivision. The trail was deeded
as public access.
Gary P: During the Plantation days, there
was only two accesses.
There
-eil
was
the
trail
on Garfinkle
and one that had a cable going down z"
tr'a-rr.rrr
these otn", t.aits were put in after the
9,e1g1
Plantation. The other earry access is the Karihiwai
end access.

Gary P: It seems like the Applicant is there to
make p-ni"ra get out. They lost Kealia
Kai, they
sold Secret cove, this is the rast one on the list.
" is no respect
There
for us
John: We have2 issues here:
a' what is our stance? we have to write a letter, that is what this meeting
is all about.
b. Historical access rights for Kauapea
Donna: Planner's of Applicant will be at KNA
Meeting on Tuesday to present DEA
Hope: Regarding trail altematives, DEA basically ,u/,
tt," alte.natives would be too costly. We can
ask them to provide alternatives. There's a number
of alternatives we can ask for without

taking a position:
a. Remove and restore all of it
b. Remove and restore the moderns
c. Remoye and restore the mauka
d. Remove and restore the laterals
e. we can ask them to adhere to the EA process which
have not done
f' As a Neighborhood Association we don't have to takethey
a stance, we can just ask them to
adhere to the law
aa' chris: we can also ask for Engineering Plans because there
is a lot of erosion taking place due
to rains' Applicant is not necessarily going for beach trails,
but for lateral traits for Nature
Walks
bb. Hope: Applicant says you can hike the trails Al Fresco
cc' Rick: Even Pflueger had to return his reservoirs after 20 years
of being there. Applicant should
retum it especially if it,s in a ConservationZone.
dd. Hope: Especially since it was in such blatant disregard for
the raws
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KNA on cc: list

in their
appropriate Hawaiian names:
-^'-. qvvrv,,rrd

pa.ahau _ enclosed "f-K;;;p""
area
Kamakau _ attached to the
earth, rock formation
Kea.heu _^fre9h water seeping
out into the ocean
papaloa _ further
down _ ilosest to Kalihiwai

is impacting public opinion
what *u. ,uidln the newspaper
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was incorrect

mterest of the public and it still
KNA will send a letter to Garden Island
is
irn response to Jiim Gair's
rrs laylng
lavi out the facts as we know

RESOLVED' to write a letter to the Garden
Island newspaper from the KNA
in
Jim Grir's retter addressing onry matte..
p"..uiriog to KNA and raying out the
ff:lr'}ff

Upon motion duly made bV GuV
unanimously, it was:

RESoLVED, to adjourn the March 2gth,2}llExecutive Board
Mee
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